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1. This question paper contains three sections - A, B and c. Each part is compr.rlsorv.
2. Section - A has 6 ehort answer type (SAI) questions of 2 marks each.
3. Section - B has 4 short answer type (SA2) questions of 3 marks each.
4. Section - C has 4long answer type questions (LA) of4 marks each.
5. There is an internal choice in some of the questions.
6. Q14 is a case-based problem having 2 sub parts.

Section A (2 marks questions)

1. What is the mean of the numbers obtained on throwing a die having written 1

on three faces, 2 on two faces and 5 on one face?

2. A and B are two independent events with P (A) = 9.3 and p (B) = 0.6, then find

(i) P (A or B) (ii) P (neither A nor B)

3. Evaluate:J # Or.

4. Find the sum ofthe order and degree ofthe differential equation:

* *'@*(l+xl= o.clx' 1 d,

s. lf ld + i I - oO, ld - i l=qo and ldl=z2,then find I i l.
6. Find the vector equation of the line passing through the point A (1,2,-1) and
parallel to the line 5x - 25 = t4-7y =fJ7.

Or

Find the shortest distance between the following lines:

i=(i+2i + 3fr )+r(i-j +ic) and.i=(zt-j -?)*u(- t+ j -b.



Section I (3 marks questions)

7. Solve the following differential equation:

***t-x+xycotx=o

Or

Find the particular solution of the differential equation:

[x sin2(y/x) -y] dx + x dy = 6 given that when x = 7, V= nl4.

8. Find the distance between the point (-1, -5, -10) and the point of intersection of

the line * = + =+ and the plane x - y +z =5.34L2

9. lf d.= t +a j + 2fr., i =zt -zi + 7fr. and d = 2t -j + 4fr , finda vector i which is

perpendicular to both the vectors d and i and d . d = 27.

10. Evatuate: I ffie'ax.
Section C (4 marks questions)

11. Find the area of the region in the first guadrant enclosed by the x-axis, the line

x = 6 y and the circle x2+ y2= 4.

Or

Using integration, find the area of the region bounded by the following curves,

after making a rough sketch:

y= lx + 11, x= -3, x = 3, y=0.

12. Find: I:#dx,x+i
Or

Find: Iv$aa..



13. Find the equation of the plane passing through the line of intersection of the

0n"", O (e+i+ [ )=1 and i '(2i+3i -fd +4=0and parallel tox-axis'

Case-based question (4 marks)

14. A letter is known to have come either from TATANAGAR or KOLKATA' On the

envelope, only two consecutive letters TA are visible when it is receiveci'

Based on the given information' answer the following questions:

what is the probabifity that the retter has come from (i) K.LKATA (ii) TATANAGAR?


